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ABSTRACT— As there are schools, colleges rendering you the 

education to buy a loaf of bread and a loaf-for survival, there are 

Quantum bylaws without which you can not navigate your life to 

where you want. For children, the University may be a choice; the 

Universe is not. First we as human learnt to eat, work & kill for 

survival, then discipline came in and then now we have power in 

hands. But What's Next? 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Instead of seeing mental health and physical health as two 
different faculties of the human system, if we see them as one 
for overall health, may we know health for good. Without 
understanding the basic nature how this system came to being, 
if we do blunders, it may work sometimes but most of the times 
it would be accidental. Because health is just an issue for the 
unhealthy. If we go on like this just for health we will miss the 
whole game. If you know to drive your car, why would you be 
blundering through, you would do what is needed. You may 
sometimes close your eyes and drive it and reach safely but can 
you make a habit of doing that on purpose? you would 
crash.That is what happening to most of the people, instead of 
reading the user's manual, they are blundering through. So, we 
are working with diplomates and governments so as to write 
educational policies to change, first, this must happen and then 
that. You must know first how this system works then you can 
do what you want once you will be trained. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

There are methods to master the human mechanics and very 
life force and for that, we have YOGA, which is basically an 
experiential method with intellectual processes. Because to 
make intelligence blossom, you must know how your intellect 
would reach an equanimous state. But, not everyone would 
reach the advanced stages of Yoga and so we need to convey 
education on Quantum structures how this system works and is 
in sync with the rest. Because even if you would watch a 
movie, if you would be moving your head here and there, 
Movie would not happen. Then how come your meditation 
would happen. So learning SHOONYA classes on Quantum 

structures of how this human system works in attunement with 
the rest of the cosmos, would definitely work as a tool for 
making people receptive because it can be taught in many 
ways; you can make it in energy form, some kriya form, or any 
daily activities you do, we can just pour it on them. Because 
only when the governments will talk, the rest will hear or else, 
it would take time. It is time to work with an open mind, a 
loving heart and intensity of energy.Time for love,light & 
laughter. 

3. SIGNIFICANCE 

The technology of SHOONYA classes on Quantum structures 
and its manifestation is not about writing it in Research paper 
but in ways of putting it in your brain the way a person receives 
it. Some may drink warm, some may drink cold, some spices, 
some dead, So basically each and every person has a definite 
uniqueness in them, to blossom their individual genius 
understanding their energy, we put them in different classes 
because you can only receive what you are ready for. What is 
not yet harvesting, if you try to pluck it, it would cause damage 
to oneself and everyone around. 

The classes are designed with accurate geometry so that 
everything works for the human system not against it. In yogic 
science, it is said- SHRAVANA-MANANA-SMARANA-
GRAHANA. First is to listen then to put focus and 
concentration and then recycling the data would automatically 
happen in the mind and once the would be decoded it is ready 
to be received by the apparent man, listening is far larger than 
uttering. Unless the whole process is designed with utmost 
detailing, any disturbance in the continuation of this chain 
would be distortion in the mind of the apparent man. If it could 
be beamed into them with utmost consciousness, they could 
perceive it with ease and just in a matter of 3-5 weeks, their 
very perception can be changed, with the very physical 
appearance. Because emotion is nothing but making the 
intention to work in a more powerful way to receive. Moreover, 
the lighting, the colour of space, the dress etc everything needs 
to be aware of because if little changes happen in the way they 
work, it could have a huge difference on the system; not in a 
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bad way but more as in like of disturbance of the chain process. 
These are technologies which have been created for the people 
who never knew YOGA in their life because people who have 
firm determination and awareness, they would anyway use 
these technologies as an assist in their seeking. 
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